Conference at a glance
Panel discussion
Upgrade in progress: Innovation in domestic payment systems

Many domestic Payment Market Infrastructures (PMIs) are in the midst of a technology renewal, implementing new standards such as ISO 20022, going instant, building richer capabilities and more. As PMIs look beyond their traditional settlement activity and innovate for the future, this session focuses on evolution and innovation in RTGS & instant payments. What are the opportunities in building connections between PMIs, including linking domestic instant payment systems with gpi? And, how can PMIs overcome interoperability and security challenges to open up their structures to innovation from third parties?

Duration: 45 minutes

- Elena Whisler, Senior Vice President, Sales and Relationship Management, The Clearing House
- Stephen Everett, Managing Director, Lloyds Bank
- Dimitri Pattyn, Deputy Director General Market Infrastructure and Payments, ECB Europa

Spotlight
Signals, Risk and Paradox. In a world being driven to automation, how do we make better decisions and create better outcomes?

The risk frameworks we created in the late twentieth century and have been updating ever since were not built on platform thinking, big data, automation and digital eco-systems. The implication is that we may have a blindspot to certain new digital and data risks as the frameworks are limited. How do leadership teams and executives search for small signals which are hidden by urgency, scale and priorities to manage these new risks?

Duration: 30 minutes

- Tony Fish, Director and Digital NED, VOLT Bank
## Sibos Academy

### Make 2021 the year to improve your bank’s diversity

Diversity, equity and inclusion are more topical than ever around the world. In this session, the authors of a recently published academic report on diversity in the financial industry, Kristina Kämpfer and Darek Wójcik, join gender scholar Siri Chilazi to explore the research and best practices on how financial firms can make meaningful progress on diversity in 2021. To add industry perspective, joining in this discussion is Kirsten Oppenlaender, Deutsche Bank and Chanel Bean, Bank of America. Don't miss learning how 2021 can be the year your bank’s diversity improves.

**Duration:** 60 minutes

- Kristina Kämpfer, DPhil (PhD) Candidate, University of Oxford
- Professor Dariusz Wójcik, Professor of Economic Geography, University of Oxford
- Chanel Bean, USD Clearing, Product Manager, Global Banking and Markets, Bank of America
- Kirsten Oppenländer, COO Central, International Private Bank, Deutsche Bank
- Siri Chilazi (M), Research Fellow, Harvard Kennedy School

---

### Panel discussion

**Executing business strategies with the power of APIs**

APIs have revolutionised the way we embrace the digital economy. How have different industries leveraged APIs to achieve business goals? Have you found the ROI in your APIs?

**Duration:** 45 minutes

- Daniel Globerson, Head of Open Banking, NatWest
- Wayne Hughes, Head of Data and Digital for FI&C, BNP Paribas
- Patrick Nealon, VP of Strategy, Fidel
- Vincent Pugliese, General Manager, Platform & Sustained Enterprise Solutions, Finastra
- Sindhu Vadakath, Executive Manager, Global Channels & Asia Payments, BNY Mellon
- Patricia Hines (M), Head of Corporate Banking, Celent

---

### SWIFT session

**Our vision for data in securities: a consolidated view of holdings**

Financial institutions use data for a plethora of different reasons, yet one thing is true across the industry - its use is critical. This panel will discuss how intense data innovations can have a positive impact on the capital markets industry, provided that the data behind them is of good quality, timely and comprehensive. What are the challenges and opportunities afforded by these innovations? Join this session to understand how the industry is managing securities data and how SWIFT can enable the community to leverage it, as part of its new securities platform.

**Duration:** 45 minutes

- Paud O’Keeffe, Head of Client Experience, BNP Paribas
- Bill Meenaghan, Executive Director – ITP Product Management, DTCC
- Simona Catanescu (M), Director of Capital Markets Strategy, SWIFT
Catch up on demand
Registered delegates can watch the entire October programme at their leisure, as well as new content added from all of the monthly sessions. Simply click on the links below, log in and enjoy the sessions either on Sibos.com or the app, all the way until the end of March 2021.
Not registered yet? Sign up now!

Keynote
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Opening keynote with Jamie Dimon, CEO, J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Closing keynote with Michael Corbat, CEO, Citi

View from the top
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Fan Yi Fei, Deputy Governor, People’s Bank of China
Ade Ayeyemi, CEO, Ecobank
Rajnish Kumar, Chairman, State Bank of India

TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Alison Rose, CEO, NatWest
Todd Gibbons, CEO, Bank of New York Mellon, with Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft

WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Matt Comyn, CEO, Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Steven Van Rijswijk, CEO, ING
Jim Whitehurst, President, IBM

THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Jean Lemierre, Chairman of the Board of Directors, BNP Paribas
Ronald P. O’Hanley, CEO, State Street

In Conversation
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Esther George, CEO and President, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Alexander Vedyakhin, First Deputy Chairman of the Board, Sber
Cathy Bessant, Chief Operations and Technology Officer, Bank of America

TUESDAY – 8 DEC 2020
Mrs. Arundhati Bhattacharya, CEO and Chairperson, Salesforce India

Browse the catalogue and explore the sessions related to the topics you’re interested in:

Asset Management
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: The future of post-trade: Global platforms & strategic partnerships
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
SWIFT Session: SWIFT strategy overview: Capital markets

Compliance
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Friction or fiction: compliance in a real-time world
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Sibos Academy: Transforming transaction monitoring through efficiency, effectiveness and privacy enhancing technology

Corporates
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: The triple bottom line as driver for sustainable business and a better world

Customer experience
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Spotlight: Understanding the customers of the future
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Managing the traditional world, while building out the digital future
TUESDAY – 8 DEC 2020
SWIFT Innotribe: Crack the magic formula for the day after tomorrow: c2MxEi

Cyber security
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
SWIFT session: CSP evolution and effectiveness
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Spotlight: The cyber resource problem – is it totally unsolvable?
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Covid-19: Open-season for cyber hackers?

Data
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: March of the machines: Getting better execution from automation, cloud and AI
TUESDAY– 10 NOV 2020
Panel discussion: Be kind to your PETs
Catch up on demand

Digital currencies
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Sibos Academy: Defining central bank digital currencies
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Central bank digital currencies: Ready for global take-off?

Digital identity
TUESDAY- 8 DEC 2020
Sibos Academy: Unpacking digital identity

Diversity
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
SWIFT Innotribe: 60 second challenge: Ethical Dilemmas
Spotlight: Better banking, better lives
Big issue debate: Diversity in investment needs to move up a gear

Geopolitics
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Covid-19: Open-season for cyber hackers?
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Spotlight: Risk management: The world of worries

Global trade
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Trade digitisation: Journeying beyond POCs and beyond financing
TUESDAY – 8 DEC 2020
Panel discussion: 2020 – A defining year for global trade

Innovation
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
SWIFT Innotribe: Contrarian views on digitisation

WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
SWIFT Innotribe: The future of money

Payments
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Central bank digital currencies: Ready for global take-off?
SWIFT Session: SWIFT strategy overview: Payments
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Big issue debate: Cross-border payments: what role for the banks in 2025?
SWIFT Innotribe: The future of money
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Managing the traditional world, while building out the digital future
TUESDAY – 10 NOV 2020

Sibos Academy: Future-proof payments: Making sure innovation satisfies need, now and in the future
Sibos Academy: Global Payments 2020: Fast forward into the future

Platforms
TUESDAY- 6 OCT 2020
Big issue debate: Managing a pandemic: How did the industry cope with major workforce disruption?

Sustainability
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: The triple bottom line as driver for sustainable business and a better world
Spotlight: Better banking, better lives
Big issue debate: Diversity in investment needs to move up a gear

Technology
WEDNESDAY – 7 OCT 2020
Sibos Academy: The technological revolution in financial services
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Panel discussion: Managing the traditional world, while building out the digital future
Sibos Academy: Emerging technologies shaping the future of financial services
TUESDAY – 10 NOV 2020
Sibos Academy: Future-proof payments: Making sure innovation satisfies need, now and in the future

Some of the community activities
Daily
Dream Big! – Stay fit sessions
MONDAY – 5 OCT 2020
The Dream Big! Event with keynote from Aimee Mullins, athlete, fashion icon, actor and TED all-Star
THURSDAY – 8 OCT 2020
Discover Perfect Pitch - the live finale
Sibos Hackathon - the live finale

Sibos TV interviews
40+ Sibos TV interviews available publicly on sibos.com
The journey so far

22,000 +
Registered delegates

100+
Sibos Partners

80+
Sessions

200+
Speakers

900
Fintech delegates

40+
Partner activities

6 steps to get prepared

1. Register
   • Register free of charge on www.sibos.com
   • Open to all members of the Sibos community, or apply to attend

2. Download the Sibos App
   • Fifteen minutes after you’ve registered, the App is ready for your log in
   • Your one-stop shop for the Sibos experience
   • Available for mobile phones and tablet devices
   • Can’t download the Sibos App? Log in on Sibos.com

3. Plan
   • Explore the programme
   • Build your Sibos agenda
   • Visit regularly to get latest updates on speakers and sessions

4. Connect
   • Meet the Sibos Partners and view who’s attending from the moment you log in
   • Refresh the Participant Directory on a regular basis for up-to-date information
   • Initiate one-to-one conversations with peers from across the financial ecosystem – from now all the way until the end of March 2021

5. Learn
   • Watch all monthly conference sessions in real-time
   • Replay on demand later
   • Read our blogs and articles
   • Listen to the Sibos Insider Podcasts
   • Contribute to polls and questions

6. Celebrate!
   • Sibos community